
Design a new candy bar!  Include a slogan for your candy bar! In addition, design a 
state of art wrapper for your bar!  Include three strong adjectives. 

(Try to use your past vocabulary words or pick from form adjective box below! )
appealing copious flavorsome incisive layered gourmet smooth

appetizing delectable gingery intriguing distinctive aromatic nutritious

aromatic distinctive gourmet layered heart healthy rich caramelized

Design the Wrapper! Inside the Wrapper!  Inside your bar!

Candy Bar Slogan!
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PEOPLE LOVE CHOCOLATE! Personify your the Hersey Kiss below! Then, give it a 
name and write a chocolate biography! Include all four kinds of sentences (Declarative, 

Imperative, Interrogative, and Exclamatory)!  Also, include two vocabulary words !
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The Chocolate Mystery!
(Fill int he blanks with your imagination!)

! Kaylee found in her Easter basket in a strange place. She found it in the 
___________!  It was the last place she looked!  When, she found it there she 
was so _____________!

! Kaylee quickly analyzed her Easter basket and to her happiness she found 
a great deal of tasty chocolate eggs!  In fact, she had  15 chocolate eggs!  She 
was so excited she began to telephone her classmates.  She soon found out that 
Megan’s basket was found in the ________ and also had 15 chocolate Eggs.  
With further investigation, she found that Tim’s basket was found in the _______ 
with 2 chocolate eggs in it while Mile’s basket was found under the _______ 
with 3 chocolate eggs in it!  In addition, she found that Alanicia’s basket was 
found up on the on________ with five chocolate eggs in it!

Solve the Chocolate Mystery!
Find the range!

(Below)
Find the mode!

Below
Find the mean!

Below
Find the median!

Below
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